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architectural styling, then an architect’s help may

be a necessity. If you do choose to work with an

architect, find one with plenty of residential expe-

rience and references from clients with projects

similar to yours.

Designers who are not licensed architects may

be better suited to help you with your deck. Some

may work exclusively for a specific contracting

company; others may be part of an independent

design company. Depending on the locality,

designers may be subject to certain legal limita-

tions, such as project size or the issuing of engi-

neering specifications.

Many contractors (like myself) do design work

at a nominal cost.Although most contractors will

design only for projects they will actually be con-

structing, some may be willing to provide a design

on a fee basis. If you do decide to hire a contrac-

tor to design your deck, look for those who spe-

cialize in deck design and construction; they

should be able to present a portfolio full of past

deck projects and plenty of good ideas.Another

source may be landscape contractors who get

involved in exterior projects such as decks and

fences.Although I’ve only seen simple decks pro-

duced by these contractors, the right company

may be able to provide more elaborate help.

The design process
For me, designing is a process of evolution as I add

and discard ideas until a finished product emerges.

Later in this book, I’ll get into the nitty-gritty of

material choices, detailing options, and structure

and engineering. For now, I’d like to talk about

how to come up with a deck configuration and

style that suits your particular needs.

Before starting to draw, you should prepare a

written list of all the general and specific require-

ments—some obvious, some not—for your deck.

Carefully observing your daily habits will help

you clarify which of these requirements are essen-

Deck Anatomy 
Decks come in all shapes and sizes, but most are made from the same basic components. 
Before you can design a deck, you need to know the way a deck fits together and the 
names of all deck parts. This knowledge will also help you to communicate more clearly 
with building supply stores, so that you can order exactly what you need.
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What You’ll Need on Your Permit ApplicationWhat You’ll Need on Your Permit Application

HHere are some of the details that

may be required on the plans that

you submit for your building permit.

�� Overall size of deck and its relation-

ship to property lines, setbacks, and

easements.

�� Type of foundation including 

depth, size of footings, and soil 

type expected.

�� Height of deck above ground.

�� Size, lumber species, location,

spacing, and spans of all joists,

beams, and posts.

�� Railing design including material,

fastener size and frequency, railing

height, and baluster spacing.

�� Bracing detail on elevated decks.

�� Stairway location, railing location,

and rise and run expected.

�� All structural metal connectors 

and hardware to be used 

between framing members.

tial to you and which are pipe dreams influenced

by fashion. For example, many times when I’m

working with clients on a design, they’ll describe

a particular feature that they’d like on their deck,

but can’t tell me why that feature is important to
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